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The Making of the Sun

103. You see. this singing was done for these Holy People among
whom the people of emergence had gone to look over their country—
(the Holy People) who had entered the sweathousc at the call of the
chiefs. Only Coyote did not enter the sweathouse with the others.
Now. when the Holy People who already lived here, and those that
had emerged, had left (the sweathouse), so that he (First Man) might
begin to speak in their presence, he addressed them: "'How shall we
continue to live! Without a Sun it is not good and without a Moon it is
not good. If there be no Dawn, Evening Twilight, Skyblue, Darkness,
this is not a good place. After thinking this over for you, and (after)
personally making up my mind, it is my opinion that there should be
a Sun. a Moon. Dawn. Evening Twilight, Skyblue. (and) Darkness.
These all should come into being. I think." he said. And here, it seems,
lie counted up much for them. "Black-belt Mountain should be placed
so that it is known. Mount Taylor should be placed (where) it can be
recognized. San Francisco Peaks and I.a Plata Range should have
(easily) recognizable position," he said. "In this manner 1 was thinking
for you. Perhaps you have (different) ideas, (let us hear) what you say-
about it!" he said.

104. "What more can we say. Clearly you are thinking it over well
for us. Who can speak with greater authority than you!" they said to
him. "Everybody knows that you alone are a Creat Holy One! So
whatever you think, let that same be done!" they told him.

105. The blowing in the four directions was done in the sweathouse
(after each song). When they left (the sweathouse) they could see
beautiful flowers everywhere, (so much so) that it would be difficult
(to say) which color (prevailed). Some were white, some red. some
yellow, some blue—flowers which simply beautifully covered the place
in all directions. And the mountains mentioned had separated some
what from each other, they saw. For this reason the blowing was
done—that they might take confidence in his breath as a holy thing,
for tin's purpose he did this blowing out.

(53)
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106. "In four days," he said, "you will come together." And so,
it seems, after four days a meeting was held. After they met, he
repeated what he had spoken to them at the sweathouse. "What I said
to you before of the Sun. the Moon, the Dawn. Evening Twilight,
Skyblue. (and) Darkness coming into being, and what I mentioned to
you of setting the mountains in recognizable positions, that will be the
purpose of spending this day," he told them. And after enlarging the
liogan by simply blowing upon it, the hogan filled (with people).
Non-arrow-marked (non-wounded) buckskins were spread out.
A turquoise, the width of twelve (hands) gripping over it, ' he put
down, and for the Moon-to-be a white shell of the same width. At this
point he again sang, but these songs I do not know.

107. The thing which in the underworld would move up from tlie
east, and in the light of which they moved about, he spread down on
the east side of (the buckskin). And the yellow which would rise from
the west he spread on the west side of it. The blue which would rise
from the south he spread on the south side, and the dark which would
rise from the north he spread out on the north side. For the turquoise
one he made eyes like i/<;'ii(-mask) eyes, tapering away from each
other. He made a mouth for it also. With the dawn which he had
spread on the east side he drew a white streak across its forehead.
With the evening twilight on the west side he drew a yellow streak
across its chin. With that skyblue on the south side he drew a blue
streak across below its eyes. With the darkness on the north side he
drew a black streak across its eye sockets. He made horns for it and
placed a plume on each one. He then decorated the white-shell-one all
around, in exactly the same way.

108. After that was done, the question: "Now who shall go into it
on the sun side," was passed along among the assembled Holy People,
along the whole line. Down below, where it was told (earlier con
cerning) the Crossing-of-streams of two light-complected men who
would come singing where they were grinding, to these the turn had
come. "Suppose you (do it). How is it with you?" they were asked.
Then finally he (the first of the two) spoke for himself, (he agreed).
The one who was like a second one also chose, (he chose) the moon side
for himself.

Both informant and interpreter were unable to explain this measurement. The
informant gave thr expression as recorded in the legend.
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100. The one who was to step into sun he dressed with turquoise.
His face he made exactly as he had fixed the sun before, with one color
meeting (an-)other on his face. The one who was to step into the
moon" he dressed up in white (bead) shell and joined colors on his face
in the very same way. And after this was done, it seems, he walked
outside with the dawn which he had spread out on the east side of it,
and. stretching out his arm with it towards the east, he blew on that
direction four times. This he repeated on the west side with twilight.
On the south side he did the same with skyblue. four times he again
blew on that direction. On the north side he repeated the same with
darkness, he stretched out his arm with it and blew four times again on
that direction. He entered again. "That, now, was for the purpose of
having them seen along there." (he said). '

110. And so. it seems finally, (after) he had taken his place inside
of the sun it was said: "Let us try it out and see what will happen!"
To those light complected ones, who numbered twelve with him, he
(the Sun-person) said: "I am now going to the east. Co over there, my
Children, to the place where I shall come up time and again," he said.
Now. that is for the purpose of (having) these (Anglo-)Americans live
yonder below the sunrise. And so those Americans are the children
of the Sun. After this. First Man said: "I ha%'e made you chief. I have
put you in authority. I have made you a Great Holy One. You shall
continue to walk for Earth-surface People, for all. for living beings of
every sort you shall be walking. I have made you holy, your mouth
I have made holy for you. Whenever you speak out it shall be so, since
I have dressed you with everything. I have dressed you with turquoise,
I have made you master of it all." he told him.

111. "You shall be going first in line, while you. who are this
Moon, shall be following behind." To this Moon he spoke likewise:
"I have made you chief, second in rank, you have authority. At night
you shall be walking for the Earth-surface People, for living beings of
every description you shall be walking, since I have made you to be
a Great Holy One. I have made your mouth holy for you. just as you
speak so it shall be. just as (your) thought is. so it shall happen." he told
him.

28Tl.e informant witholds tin- nanus of these two younn men who an- destined
to be Sun- and Moon-earners.

29That is. they will not rise and meet as formerly, but will only appear above the
horizon in their respective directions.
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112. After this, then, he who was to step into the sun picked it up.
And First Man began a song. And he took hold of it. then lifted it up
and pressed it into the (-astern sky. The earth trembled, while in the
sky a mighty speaking k-i-is sound was heard. But he tried in vain to
move it higher, it would not start to go. Four times he made a useless
effort to move it higher. Now, although his authority over so many
things had been mentioned, there was one thing he personally
expected. On this account it happened (that way). "Without this death
taking place (at every round). I shall not go down. That shall be the
price for making the (round) trip." he said. "All right, now it shall be
just so." said First Man. Accordingly, that is happening to this day.
Not a day passes without deaths.

113. After that had happened, it seems, the person who had
become the Sun (bearer) now started out. But he had not gone far
along when (the heat) became fierce, much like a blazing fire. "This is
unbearable! Suppose you go a bit farther away." he (First Man) said.
Again he moved along there. There was no change, it was unbearably
hot. they say. Meanwhile that sky was moving upward with him and
this earth, too. was simultaneously increasing in size. Again he walked
along. It had become almost right, (though) it was just a little too hot.
Again the sky was moved up with him. and the earth increased corre
spondingly. "That is it now." it was said, "this present heat makes it
a very good heat." they said.
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The Making of the Stars

114. Then he who was to stand within the moon also picked up the
moon. He repeated the same thing (and), again, pressed it into the sky.
That earth trembled. On the sky, as before, the same k-i-i.s sound was
heard. He. however, did not go higher and higher, (he delayed) four
times. Till here, this so happened. Here on the north side. Black-god
had a fawn pouch filled with Stars-to-be. The Milky Way he made the
very first, he also made Big Star, the Babbit Track.3" He made Big
First31 and First Slim One (Orion). Pleiades. Bevolving-male-one (Big
Dipper). Revolving Female One (Cassiopea). He made the Star-which-
makes-a-grabbing-motion (unidentified), the Horned Star (unidenti
fied). thcOld-man-with-out-strctched-legs.32 He made the North Star,
Stars-pinching-each-other.33 He made the Star-with-lines-running-to-
it-from-four-sides. He made Turkey, and Bear and Horned Battler
(constellations).

115. Then the Milky Way. which had been made first, was blown
up against the sky. Immediately it appeared on it. Again the Big Star
was blown against it and it. too. appeared. And in this same manner
it was done with all. These (stars) which had been made were all
placed in a manner to be recognized. As for Pleiades, Monster Slayer
was asked to place it. And directly after placing them on his ankle, he
stamped his foot (with them). In consequence they moved up to his
knee joint. Again he stamped his foot and they appeared at his hip.
Again he stamped his foot, moving it halfway up to his ribs. Another
time he stamped his foot and they moved to his temples. From there,
(hen, he blew (hem upward and with that they appeared down past
the middle of skv.

'A elnster of stars under Canis Major.
Part of Scorpio,

""Irregular square in Corvus.
h of

(57)

Double stars in lower branch of llyades. Perhaps Aldebaran in Taurus.
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116. First Scolder entered. "What are you doing, my Fellow, my
Cousins?" he asked. "Don't say that. First Scolder, Coyote. Stay away.
Don't make (his place uncomfortable on your account!" they told him.
"Hey! Do I scold? Do I roam? Why not ask an intelligent man like
myself? You are certainly dunces, that is settled. I alone am intelligent
for your benefit, that is clear," he said. "By having placed these so that
you know them will not be a good thing," he said. And before they
realized it, he had thrown them up in disorder, "p-uh, p-uh, p-uh,
»-i//i."hcsaid as he blew them all upwards. "There, that fixes it right.
Take a look and see!" he said. One was left over. This he snatched up:
"This one." he said, "which disappears just after dark in the south as
a red star, this one shall be my star." With that he dispatched it thence
with great force, they say.




